Lang & Reed 2013 ‘Two-Fourteen’ Cabernet Franc – Napa Valley
Accolades & Reviews
Wine Enthusiast: 91 Points – Superb – A Great Achievement
August 2016
“Named for a Loire Valley clone, this New World wine aspires to an Old World sensibility and achieves
it in its floral invitation and bright, peppery overtones. Coiled within its thickness of tannin and dense
cherry are ethereal, earthy whispers of intrigue and acidity. This is a lively, lovely wine.”
Virginie Boone, Wine Enthusiast
Connoisseurs’ Guide to California Wine: 91 Points – Two Stars
April 2016
“Despite having been produced from a Loire Valley clone, this one straddles the line between north
and south and delivers both the fullness and the range that remind also of Right Bank Bordeaux. Its
central fruit says Loire in its red cherry, slightly ripe raspberry intimations, while its structure and oak
raise the stakes in terms of serious intent and obvious age worthiness. In short, we are fans whether
the drinking happens today or later. Two-Fourteen continues to be a game changer in the perception
of what local Cabernet Franc can be.”
2016 TEXSOM International Wine Awards: Bronze Medal

March 2016

Napa’s Other Cabernet
February 2016
“The wine, Lang & Reed’s “Two Fourteen,” expresses a rich, yet finessed, side of Cab Franc; in the 2013
vintage, it tastes like chocolate and exotic spice, with a chewy, grippy mouthfeel. It intimates a mere
suggestion — a whisper — of herb.”
Esther Mobley, SF Gate
The Wine Advocate: 89 Points
December 2015
The 2016 Cabernet Franc Two-Fourteen is from a long time veteran producer of this grape long before
it became fashionable. It is a delicious, round, juicy style of Cabernet Franc with a dark ruby/purple
color. Load os blueberry and raspberry fruit, medium-bodied texture, soft tannins and an up-front
sexy style.”
Robert Parker, The Wine Advocate
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Finding Value with Napa Wines in New York City: Fantasy Wine
November 2015
“It is not so easy to make a great 100% Cabernet Franc wine but Lang & Reed is able to do it. It has a
beautiful floral and raspberry nose with lovely precision and purity on the palate. A red wine that is
able to balance power and elegant. This wine is only $48 instead of over $50, but it was certainly a
‘fantasy wine’. ”
Catherine Todd, La Voce di New York
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